# GluDown® Sticky Sheets – Technical Data

## Product Description
GluDown® Sticky Sheets are a double sided adhesive system designed for quickly bonding tilt up forming brackets to the slab, eliminating the need for drilling and nailing.

Sticky Sheets are 5.25" x 6.25" and their liners are staggered for easy release.

These Sheets bond a wide variety of materials including concrete, plastic, foam board, wood, MDF, metal and more.

The Sticky Sheets adhesive system offers extreme temperature resistance after the materials are bonded.

## Features
- Fast application
- Instantly bonds materials
- Excellent adhesion to wood, MDF, plastic, metal & concrete.
- No slab penetration

## Packaging
Available in the following packaging types:
- GD2111: 5.25" x 6.25" Sheet (300 sheets/case)

## Technical Properties
- Size: 5.25" x 6.25" Sheets (300 sheets/case)
- Thickness: 1/32"
- Application Temperature: 40°F and rising to 100°F
- Service Temperature: -40°F to 180°F

## Product Application
- Remove dust, debris, moisture, and bond breaking chemicals from surfaces to be bonded
- Peel away first liner from Sticky Sheet and apply exposed adhesive surface to forming bracket using heavy pressure.
  - If the bracket is larger than the Sheet, apply Sheet to the edge closest to the panel
  - Sheet should be perpendicular to the panel
- Remove second liner from Sticky Sheet and place forming bracket into position on the slab perpendicular to panel
- Apply heavy steady pressure, avoid using hammer

## Storage & Shelf Life
- Store product at 60-80°F for maximum storage life. Higher and lower temperatures can effect adhesives performance
- Shelf Life: 1 year
- Rotate stock using oldest product first
### Removal & Clean Up
- Pry material off surface using flat edged tool
- Scrape surface with flat edge tool to remove large debris and excessive adhesive
- For best results apply citrus cleaner to remaining adhesive wait approximately 5 minutes and scrape surface, repeat
- Pressure wash surface

### Warranties & Liability
GLUDOWN, INC. MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. User is responsible for determining whether the product is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user's method of application. Please remember that many factors can affect the use and performance of any adhesive in a particular application. Given the variety of factors that can affect the use and performance of a GluDown, Inc. product, some of which are uniquely within the user's knowledge and control, it is essential that the user evaluate the product to determine whether it is fit for a particular purpose for the user’s method of application.

### Limitation of remedies & liability
If the GluDown, Inc. product is proved to be defective, THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY, AT GLUDOWN, INC. OPTION, SHALL BE TO REFUND THE PURCHASE PRICE OF OR TO REPAIR OR REPLACE THE DEFECTIVE GLUDOWN, INC. PRODUCT. GluDown, Inc. shall not otherwise be liable for loss or damages, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted, including, but not limited to, contract, negligence, warranty, or strict liability.